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Abstract
Many bird banding stations were forced to cancel field
seasons in 2020 due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Bird
banding often necessitates that people work in close
proximity to each other and, uniquely, involves using
breath to blow on birds, parting feathers to collect
several measurements. Unmitigated, this practice has a
high potential to spread airborne diseases if a bander is
infected, and concerns about spreading this novel virus
among banding crews meant closure of stations until
safety protocols could be developed. In order to reopen
and operate Powdermill Avian Research Center’s bird
banding station, we developed a foot-pedal-operated
blower system as a safe and effective substitute to using
breath. We installed the blower system as part of the
implementation of our COVID-19 safety protocols in
summer 2020 and have had no known spread of the
virus nor positive cases to date.

Introduction
The COVID-19 pandemic has presented significant
challenges for research, and many bird banding
operations were forced to close their stations at
the onset of the pandemic until safety protocols
could be established and implemented. COVID-19
is a virulent respiratory virus spread by airborne
transmission of exhaled infected droplets, or
less commonly spread by contact with infected
surfaces. Importantly, asymptomatic carriers can
spread the disease (CDC). Initial uncertainty about
how to prevent the spread of this novel pathogen
and lack of herd immunity or vaccine made it
impossible for banding stations with more than
one bander to operate normally without new safety
protocols.
Perhaps uniquely, and of high relevancy to disease
transmission, bird banders use their breath to gently
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blow to part feathers to examine subcutaneous and
external features obscured by feathers (Pyle 1997,
North American Banding Council 2001a, NABC
2001b). This technique has a strong potential
to spread infected droplets widely, especially
in an indoor or crowded setting. Banders
need to part feathers to gather data including
visual quantification of fat, degree of skull
pneumatization, assessment of breeding condition
(i.e., brood patch and cloacal protuberance), and
scoring of active molt (Pyle 1997, NABC 2001a,
NABC 2001b). Examination of subcutaneous
features is possible because avian skin is thin and
transparent, and visual assessment is a non-invasive
method to study energetics (Mulvihill et al. 2004),
breeding ecology and phenology (McDermott and
DeGroote 2016, McDermott and DeGroote 2017),
population demographics (Mulvihill et al. 2004,
reviewed in Dunn 2016), and molt ecology (Pyle
1997, Johnson et al. 2011, Mumme et al. 2021).
Since the outbreak of the pandemic in early 2020,
banders have been reluctant to use their breath to
blow on birds due to concern about spreading this
airborne virus to members of their banding team
or visitors.
Powdermill Avian Research Center (PARC),
located in Rector, Pennsylvania, closed its
banding operation during spring 2020, but worked
to develop robust COVID-19 protocols so that
we could safely reopen with a full crew for the
summer banding season. The most effective ways
to minimize the spread of COVID-19 are covering
the nose and mouth with a mask, maintaining
physical distancing and avoiding crowded indoor
spaces, and frequent hand washing and sanitizing
surfaces (CDC), all of which are fundamental to
PARC’s COVID-19 safety protocol. Most notably,
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and central to supporting our other safety protocols,
We designed and built an air compressor blower
system that mimics banders using their breath
to part feathers during the banding process. The
blower is operated by a foot pedal so that banders’
hands are free to handle birds normally and banders
can be masked while processing birds. Along with
Powdermill’s other safety protocols, this system
ensures that the banding team remains healthy
and prevents the spread of disease in the lab. The
blower will be housed in the lab post-pandemic for
use as an alternative to using breath to part feathers.
We suggest this system’s usefulness more widely
as an option for those who have difficulty directing
their breath or producing a big enough puff, for
those whose eyesight focal point and the distance
breath reaches to adequately part feathers do not
match, or during seasons of higher incidence of
contagious airborne disease transmission (e.g., flu
season).
Here, we describe the design and materials needed
to build an air compressor blower system.
Description of Equipment
We built our blower system from the following
supplies: a Craftsman 6 gallon portable electric
air compressor (item #CME6150), a 3/8-in 50-ft
(15.24m) flexible poly hybrid air hose, a pneumatic
foot valve, two ¼-in female brass NPT plugs, two
¼-in brass barbed adaptors, hose clamps, PTFE
thread seal tape, a curved PVC pipe (1-in diameter),
and an iron clamp. The air compressor model that
we used has two quick-release output couplers and
could be used for two blower setups. The materials
are easily obtainable at hardware stores, and foot
valves are available to order online directly from
manufacturers.
We assembled the blower system as follows: we
attached a ¼-in female brass NPT plug to the end
of a 3/8-in 50-foot flexible poly hybrid air hose
and fit the plug into the air compressor’s air outlet.
We screwed ¼-in brass barbed adaptors into the air
inlet and outlet ports on the pneumatic foot valve.
We cut the hose about 8 feet (2.4384m)from the
end not attached to the air compressor and, using
hose clamps, attached the shorter piece to the
adaptor in the air outlet port and the longer piece
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of the hose to the adaptor in the air inlet port. We
secured a piece of curved PVC pipe to the banding
table using an iron clamp, then threaded the
shorter piece of hose through the pipe. We screwed
a ¼-in brass coupler with quick-release to the end
of the hose where an airflow-directing nozzle can
be attached. We sealed all threaded fittings using
PTFE thread seal tape.
We tested several nozzles, inserted into the quickrelease coupler at the end of the hose, with different
diameters and varying directedness of airflow, and
found that a ¼-in female brass NPT plug most
effectively and efficiently parts feathers. The air
compressor has an adjustable pressure gauge and
we found that an output of 25-30 psi was optimal
for parting feathers in most passerines.
Considerations
The air compressor system with the 50-foot hose
can be stored in a room away from the banding area,
so although it is quite loud, it is muffled enough
that it does not startle the birds or disrupt the
banding process. Other banding stations may need
to keep their blower system closer to the banding
area, in which case a model that operates at a lower
volume may be necessary. Our model is corded,
but we recognize that not all banding stations are
on the power grid. Supplying an external power
source (e.g., marine battery) for a corded model, or
using a cordless air compressor with rechargeable
batteries, will allow stations without electricity to
build a similar blower system. Additionally, if the
banding station is completely outdoors, banders
should consider building a small, weather-proof
shelter to protect the blower system to prolong
its life and usefulness. We encourage banders to
investigate various air compressor models and
choose one most appropriate for their operation.
The airflow-directing nozzle size or type may
vary depending on what species are being banded.
Air should exit the device in a way that is not
too diffuse because it will not be able to part the
feathers satisfactorily, but not excessively directed
and strong or it may blow too hard on the bird and
cause unnecessary stress or injury. We recommend
that each station finds a nozzle with an appropriate
balance of airflow strength and directedness to
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effectively part feathers on focal species without
causing distress to the bird. At PARC, we primarily
band passerines, but occasionally catch birds with
dense or otherwise hard-to-part feathers (e.g.,
doves, kingfishers, owls), in which case we switch

our passerine-nozzle with one that more directly
focuses airflow. Stations may benefit from keeping
several nozzle sizes in their banding kits that can
be quickly interchanged when banding species
with different feather density than are typical for
that station.

Figure 1. Entire air compressor blower system. The 50-foot air hose allows the
air compressor to be stored in a room away from the banding table.
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Figure 2. Pneumatic foot pedal. ¼-in
brass barbed adaptors are screwed
into the air inlet and air outlet ports,
then clamped to the hose using hose

Figure 3. Fittings for the blower system.
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Figure 4. Using the blower
		
system to part feathers to score fat.
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